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Abstract 

Management of Libraries faces a piquant situation and unforeseen challenges in 

this age of Information and Communication Techno logy. They are reeling under 

pressure to fulfil their obligation of meeting the diverse information needs of 

patrons i.e. researchers and students under the Centralized University Academic 

Library (CUAL) set-up. Information and Communication Technology (ICT) has 

brought in sweeping changes in the traditional way libraries and their functioning. 

Libraries need to evaluate, measure the impact of ICT on them. The project 

would equip them with the knowledge of turning this ICT into a boon for 

improving their services. This project addresses the prime imperative need of 

demand and benefit of researchers and students (mentioned as patrons) in a 

closed Indian University Centralized University Academic Library (CUAL) 

holistically. 

 

 

Our University Library and Its Patrons 
Madurai Kamaraj University a state run university that has 109 affiliated Arts and Science 

colleges in Madurai district and currently holds 77 renowned Departments and 20 School, 9 

centres, 77 affiliated Colleges and 19 approved Institutions catering to the higher education 

needs of large number of students through 66 U.G. and 45 P.G. courses with the recognition 

of University Grants Commission. The University was accorded the status of University with 

Potential for Excellence by University Grants Commission and many Centers for Excellence 

in specialized interdisciplinary areas and with NAACA grade accreditation. Dr. T.P.M. 

Library is the centralized Library functioning as a hub to all peripheral departments and 

affiliated colleges Libraries. 

 

Need for the Study 
In the present ever changing information environment, Libraries are encountering both 

opportunities and challenges. ICT has introduced many changes in the way information is 

identified, procured, processed and disseminated to Library Patrons. It has created a sense of 

urgency among library users and librarians themselves. 
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International Status 
This research project will make significant contribution to the international community and 

sharing of knowledge on ICT based services and education in University Central Library 

systems of any developing nations. Internationally, all the renowned universities and 

educationists are engaged in research and development in how to make effective use of ICT, 

digital and virtual environment in the centralized Libraries for improving & empowering 

education system. Worldwide, thousands of conferences and seminars are held in search of 

best ways of using it in Libraries. This research also aims at such a lofty research with the 

local level action planning and with internationally recognized approach and researching and 

realizing the objective towards functional Library with the best outcomes of the present 

challenges. 

 

Methodology: Pragmatic Approach 
1. Make study of improving Library service in the E-Libraries, E-Resources, And E-

Information, and digital and virtual environment context. 

2. Evolve suitable and possible methods of access services to patrons in a Centralized 

University Academic Library (CUAL) set-up using multimedia, internet and web-

resources with the study report and pitfall analysis. 

3. Organize hands-on workshops on the related subjects to the Librarians. 

4. Organize demonstration exposure to patron in the Centralized University Academic 

Library (CUAL). 

5. Establish state-of-the-art hub facility in the Centralized University Academic Library 

(CUAL) on the concepts of E-Libraries, E-Resources, and E-Information, digital and 

virtual library. 

6. Digitization of University faculties research reprints at the I phase and making it in 

common access to patrons. 

 

 

 

 


